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About This Game

Induction is an abstract puzzle game about time travel and paradoxes. As you master its logic, Induction aims to rewire
how you think about cause and effect.

Across more than 50 meticulously designed puzzles, you must explore the counter-intuitive possibilities time travel permits. You
will learn to choreograph your actions across multiple timelines, and to construct seemingly impossible solutions, such as

paradoxical time loops, where the future depends on the past and the past depends on the future.

Induction does not pander, but gives you the satisfaction of mastering an imaginary yet honest set of physical laws.

Accompanying Induction’s minimalist visuals is a rich and responsive ambient soundtrack by Melbourne-based electronic
composer, broadcaster, and Gotye collaborator, Tim Shiel.
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"A mind-bending foxtrot of timelines."
- Levi Rubeck, Kill Screen

"Induction hurt my brain. It still hurts my brain, but there is no question that the game is brilliant."
- Jacob Wood, IndieHangover

"Leads the player down the path of exploration and discovery as they are forced to communicate with the game on its
terms."

- John Lindvay, BigSushi
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Interesting concept and very well produced.
. Monster Puzzle is a really awesome game!! Clever puzzles, wonderful art and interesting interactions.
It has a huge more value than the money you spend on it.
Totally recommended.. This is actually a really cool game and fun too.

Also changelings.. Not a lot here but not a high price either. This will scare the poop out of your ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I hope they
keep adding more and polishing the game but already it's pretty enjoyable for about an hour for $3.. Ignore the seemingly
generous price point* of Black Ink, it's simply missing too many key features to be seriously considered as a competitive art
application. I've rarely seen this software updated in 3 years of ownership so I'm not holding my breath that any missing features
will be added.

Tablet functionality is pretty lacking with an Intuos 4. Beyond the basic pen functions, there's no real advanced functionality
available. Forget about dynamic zoom or adjusting brush size on the fly.

Whilst a GPU accelerated art application soley focused on digital art is a novel idea, you'll be infinitely better served by the
usual Photoshop, Corel Painter or even Manga Studio. From a professional standing, Black Ink just isn't powerful or robust
enough to compete with these packages. I wouldn't even recommend it for a casual/hobbyist user.

*It's worth noting that when Black Ink first hit Steam in 2013, it was supposed to be ~£70, with the current price being an early-
access special. At some point that original price was dropped.. Quite possibly the dumbest military game ever. A little Game
with the heart in the right place.. it is slow on my sony vaio i5. (http://www.hardwarezone.com.sg/product-sony-vaio-fit-13a-
intel-core-i5) there is lag on drawing even simple line. it works fine on my i7 27'' iMac. i hope one day it works with intel 4400..
ned to be fixs. I liked it, great music and visuals. Good job, team!
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Currently not finished, so the Story Mode will be delivered in the next 24-48 hours. The arcade mode is also not implemented
and maybe in one week available. The story mode is done in some minutes and you have to look only for some specific people
to shoot them, so you need more time to find the people - not really a story!

The "action" part in a car is also not really realistic. The sliding of the car is too slow and feels like slow motion. The "action"
part (shooting romero guys in a car, who follow you was strange because each window of the car was black (not transparent) and
I finished it only with lucky shot....

Currently not recommended - will be updated if new content is available.. I lost two families to a single boss. It left me in tears
10/10.. Wow, what a game. Definately worth the £3.99. I don't know where to start, just the fact that you get to use a decently
sized arsenal of weapons is good on its own, y6ou can defy gravity and plan out strategic ways to hurt the dummy! Especially
with the fact that they have pretty much confirmed Steam Workshop (Or are at least trying it out, check my discussion called
'Steam Workshop???' for more'.

But all in all, 11/10 would attempt to behead an innocent person (and fail around 50 times) again.. Lovely game. :). The game is
awesome!
A lot of characters and a lot of cars!

It´s like Mario Kart but you can drive too in the water and in the sky!

I recommend it if you like that genre!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jr3HVW2l014. Super Fun :) Especially If you send a Piller with just legs on it :). Unless I
missed some in-game options the game currently does not appear to support WASD movement nor binding mouse buttons even
with the rebindable keys. I ended up using the numpad for most of the keybinds just to keep action buttons on the right side and
movement on the left. It seems that most of the reviews stating 'fluid' or 'solid' controls are either used to arrow key movements
or are more likely using a gamepad.

Gamepad or autohotkey required with this game for those that prefer a WASD setup.

No complaints beyond the controls. great chill game :))))))). Update #3: I'm changing this to a "recommend" mainly based off
the fact that the developer pushed out an insane number of patches in the first weeks of release to try to make it a better game
and it is definitely better as a result. I still have some issues with a few things here and there but they deserve a thumbs up for all
the work they put in. I've included a link to the full series (I played through the game in 3 parts) and you can clearly see the
changes from part 1 to part 2 to part 3. By the end, the gamebreaking stuff was no longer present. Some people will still be on
the fence but it's a recommend from me - especially if it goes on sale. I enjoyed the final version of the game enough to give it a
thumbs up.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-O0d8U5F1zg&list=PL08FwntTpxPACBXeVvsSB2I_LURxNq81r

Update #2: The game has gotten better. It's still not at a state where I can recommend it yet but the dev has been working hard
and has been pushing patches for all the issues we've been locating so that's definitely a plus. It's getting there. I'll update more
when I've had time to test the newest patch. Here's my newest video showing some of the changes and updates to the game so
far.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tVGMg8C59wY

Update: I'm changing this review to remove some things about the dev attacking me. That was a misunderstanding with someone
who appeared to be the dev but was not. I did refund the game (the first refund I've ever made on Steam) mainly based off my
interaction with the person who appeared to be the developer.

The game is borderline unplayable. I could not progress due to a bug that you can watch in my video on my Youtube channel.
There are sound issues, there are texture issues, there are issues with item placement (where they are literally placed in a spot
where your character CANNOT reach them), and there are progression issues that literally make it impossible to go further in
the game. And that's just the start.
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That being said, with some patches the game could actually be decent. I'm not saying the game will never be a good game. I'm
just saying at this point (November 4th) that the game is unplayable in my opinion.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-O0d8U5F1zg&lc=z22tsxiyuuzqv35jg04t1aokg3bmiuc024hu5q4jpkydrk0h00410
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